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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a proposed procedure to calculate the stability, against laten1 movement, of
submarine pipelines resting on the seabed and exposed to wave or combined wave and current
loadings. The procedure provides an estimate of the expected pipe embedment created by wave
induced oscillatory pipe motions. Based on this expected pipe embedment into the soil, realistic
hydrodynamic and soil force formnlatio~s''~
are used to check pipe stability for loadings expected
during the design event.
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"remaining" term which is independent of the normal
1. INTRODUCTION
load between the pipe and soilB7. This later term
During the last decade, the Pipeline Research
may be quite large, especially for weak marine
Council of the American Ggs Association has
sediments where large pipe embedments are
sponsored a coordinated r e s h effort into the
experienced.
: .
underlying forces associated With the on-bottom
Becallre of these oroblems with traditional
,. ,.! stability , o f offshore pipelines3. This research
analysis methods, large scale model tests were
..,included large scale model tests, designed to invesplanned and the results have been used to develop
tigate both hydrodynamic forces and the pipelsoil
accurate methods of calculating; a) hydradynarmc
interaction process. This researches3, ,as well as
forces in oscillatory flow conditions', and b) lateral
research by others4. have indicated that traditional
soil resistance forces2. These results have been
on-bottom stability analysis techniques are not
implemented into a pipe dynamics simulation tool8.
accurate in oscillatoly flow conditions. Inaccuracies
With the pipe dynamics tool it is possible to
in the traditional method inclnde both liydrodynamic
perform a detailed simulation of a pipe response to
and pipelsoil interaction forces.
waves and current. However, the dynamic simulation
Traditional stability analySes have typically
is not ideal for design use because the simulations are
utilized a Morison type hydrodynamic force f o d a time consuming, and results do not give dnect
tion, and force coefficients selected have been on the
information regarding weight coating requirements.
order of 112 to 114 of thoserequired to accnrately
This cumbersome nature prompted development of
predict the peak hydrodynamic drag and lift forces in
the proposed analysis teihaique described in this
oscillatory flow. In addition, the Morison type force
oaoer. The method was developed based on a rational
formulation poorly represents the temporal variation
&&neering analysis of the problem. First, a static
of the hydrodynamic l i i and drag for!%$ for pipelines
analysis is d i c i e n t for cases where net pipe
resting on the seabed and subjected f o combined
movements will not be allowed. Second, the pipelsoil
wave and current loadsIe6.
interaction testsm7 indicated that small pipe
Traditional stability analysis techniques have also
oscillatory movements can cause great increase in
typically utilized a frictional type soil resistance.
pipe embedment and consideration of this
New research indicates that soil resistance should be
embedment is necessary in order to accurately
modeled using both a frictional term as well as a
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describe the soil resistance. Thus, the proposed
analysis includes.
1. Accurate representation of hydrodynamic forces
(both magnitude and temporal variation) based on
a Fourier model developed from large scale
model tests'.
2. pipelsoil interaction model which includes not
only a two component lateral resistance, but also
simulates the process of pipe embedment due to
small oscillatory motions caused by wave and
current loadings.
A sea state model which characterizes bottom
hydrodynamics from spectral representation rather
than a single regular wave (as is typically the case in
traditional design)'.
2. ASSUMPTIONS

The hydrodynamic forces are based on near
seabed velocities from a wave spectrum transformed
to a bottom velocity spectrum. The soil resistance is
based on a pipelsoil model which includes pipe
movement history effects2, and an assumed loading
history. The loading history corresponds to build-up
of the design sea state. The number and magnitude of
force oscillations are based on the statistical
distribution of wave heights in a rapidly developing
sea state. This gives the smallest number of large
waves, and thus conservatively estimates
embedment. The resulting pipe embedment and soil
resistance values are used to check pipe stability.
The wave forces are calculated based on wave
induced velocity amplitudes, and use the Fourier
force formulation described by Jacobsen et. al.'. The
basic assumptions for the proposed design procedure
of analysis are as follows:
1. Small pipe movements during an assumed storm
build-up just prior to the design storm are allowed
to embed the pipe.
2. For the stability check, the pipe is assumed
stationary and resting on the seabed.
3. Only a point on the pipeline is considered in the
analysis and this point is assumed to act
independent of adjacent pipe. That is; the effect
of pipe stitfhess is not included in the analysis.
4. Wave induced near sea bed water particle velocities are assumed to have a Rayleigh distribution
(i.e. similar to the wave height distribution).
5. Bottom velocity amplitudes are based on a 3-hour
storm duration with input sea state spectral
parameters.
6. Soil resistance is based on the new pipelsoil
interaction model2 which includes a frictional
resistance (dependent on the pipe normal force
applied to the soil) and a "remaining" resistance
(dependent upon pipe embedment and
independent of instantaneous pipe normal force).
Pipe embedment is developed by a pipe movement
history (determined in the fashion described in Steps
328
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2 through 4 of the Calculation Procedure below) and
is computed using conservative assumptions which
include the following:
1. No pipe embedment is considered to have
occurred until just prior to the design storm.
2. A short, 4-hour storm build-up period is assumed
to precede the design storm during which some
pipe embedment is allowed to occur. The
significant wave height during the build-up period
is assumed to start at zero and increase linearly
with time to the significant wave height of the
design storm (see Figure 1).
3. The pipe is considered to undergo only very small
oscillations (less than 0.07 pipe diameters).
4. Pipe embedment at the end of the storm build-up
period is based on 200 small amplitude cyclic
oscillations. The amplitude of the oscillations is
limited by the lesser of; a) assumption (3) above,
or b) that which the hydrodynamic forces
expected from a rapidly developing build-up sea
state can produce.
5. Subsequent pipe embedment during the design
storm is estimated using 50 small amplitude
cyclic oscillations of the pipe. The amplitude of
these oscillations is also limited by assumption
(3) above or that which the hydrodynamic forces
contained in the design storm can produce.
With these assumptions, the proposed design
procedure provides a better estimate of pipe
embedment than static calculations which do not
consider the effect of pipe movement. Figure 5 shows
the logic for determiningpipe embedment.
3. PROPOSED CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Very briefly, the procedure includes calculation
of the bottom velocity spectrum from which
statistically meaningful bottom velocity amplitudes
are determined and used with the input current to
calculate hydrodynamic forces. Pipe embedment is
next calculated using a quasi-static simulation of pipe
oscillations generated by the largest wave loadings
occurring in the storm build-up period. Static pipe
stability is next checked using these calculated forces
and reported as a safety factor (available soil
resistance versus hydrodynamic loading).
Further, some of the additional embedment which
may be expected during the design event is calculated. Based on the total pipe embedment (after
build-up plus some occurring during the actual
storm), soil and hydrodynamic forces are recalculated
and stability checked. Thus, the procedure provides
information about the stability to be expected at the
beginning of the design event as well as the potential
for additional stabilization during the design event.
A step-by-step discussion of the procedure
follows.
1. The wave height spectral density function is
calculated and then transformed to a bottom
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Gelocity spectral .&I&@ Atnctioi~.:Fmni this.
The significant bottom velocity and'&ro crossing periods (on bbttom) are calculated.
2. Maximum and minimum in-line hydrodynamic
forces for the largest 400 wave loadings
contained in an assumed 4-hour long build-up
sea state are calculated. The assumed 4-hour
long build-up period is considered to start with a
significant wave height equal to zero and
linearly increase with time to that of the design
sea state, see Figure 1. The on-bottom zero
crossing period is assumed to remain constant
and equal to ihe on-bottom zero crossing period
of the design sea state. The 400 largest waves
are approximated by the five wave induced
velocity amp~tudes'illu~trated
in Figure 2.
Hydrodynamic forces for each of these velocity
amplitudes are calculated using the new hydrodynamic force calculation procedure and the
associated data base of force co&cients described
by Jacobsen et.al.'. The calculation assumes a regular
wave, and forces are calculated foreach degree of the
entire 360 degrees of wavepassage.
3: Maximum and minimum in-line forces for the
largest 100 wave loadings during a subsequent
3-hour long design sea state are calculated
similarly to Step 2 above. These 100 wave
'loadings are described by the four Wave induced
velocity implitudes illostrated in Figure 3.
4. Based on the forces calculated in Step 2, an
estimate of pipe embedment at.the end of the 4hour storm build-up period is calculated. This
estimate is obtained by subjectingthe pipe to
200 small oscilIations. TEe oscillations are
limited in amplitude to.be no. larger than that
which the 6%forCes (calculated in Step 2) can
produce, or '0.07. times the pipe, diameter,
whichever is smaller. The number of large wave
forces which can beapplied to cause embedment
is limited to half the number of 'the wave
loadings for . each velocity, amplitude
characterized in Figure 2. Tosimulate the buildup sea state, the smaller wavis shorn on Figure
2 are considered first. Not all of the 200
oscillations
necessaiily
produce
pipe
embedment. Only those wliidh generate-in-Iihe
forces . sufficient to Overcome fictional
resistance between the pipe and soit are
considered to proditce.enibedment2.
For each of the 200 wav6 loadings, the &line
hydrodynamic fore is reduced. to acdount for the
pipe embedment just prior to its application. ' h e
estimated pipe embedment and the available soil
resistan~~force
at the end of the build-up period is '
then saved for fuaher proces'ting. Pipe embedment
y ~ history
d
dependent,soilresistarice calculated
.
using the new pipehoil interaction model .
'

\
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5. Based on the forces calculated in Step 3 and the

pipe embedment calculated in Step 4, the
amount of additional pipe embedment that can
be produced by half of the largest 100 waves m
the design sea state (i.e., 50 more oscillations), is
calculated in a fashion similar to that described
in Step 4 for the storm build-up penod Thls
embedment and the associated soil resistance
force is saved for further processing.
6. Hydrodynamic forces for a complete wave cycle
are calculated for four statistical bonom velocity
amplitudes in the 3-hour long des~gnsea state.
The four bonom velocities are:
Uln = 1.00 US
Ul/lo= 1.27 US
Ul/lw = 1.66 US
Ulnm = 186 US
These hydrodynamic forces are calculated using the
new force formulation', and include reductions due to
the pipe embedment into the soil (calculated in Steps
4 and 5).
7. Using the soil resistance values obtamed in Steps
4 and 5 and the hydrodynamic forces calculated
in Step 6, the minimum safely factor against
lateral sliding is calculated for the pipe
embedment at the end of the 4-hour long build-up
period, and at the end of the 3-hour long design
sea state.
The safety factor is calculated from:
(1)
Safely Factor= p (Wp FL(I))+ Fd((Fdt) + Fdt))
And the minimum safety factor reported during
passage of each wave.
The above procedure was adopted afler the results of
dynamic analyses were used to calibrate and confjrm
that the results for pipe embedment are reasonable
and that the results are conseNative Figures 4 and 5
illustrate this procedure graphically.

-

4. VERIFICATION1 CALIBRATION OF TEIE
PROCEOURE
During development of the proposed design
procedure, numerous dynamic analyses were
performed to verify and calibrate the embedment
calculation. A summary of one series of analyses is
tabulated in Table 1; it compares the embedments
predicted by the simplified design procedure with
those obtained from a 4-hour dynamic analysis of the
storm build-llp period.
For the dynamic simulation, a 4-hour hydrddynamic force time series was generated using' the
soWare described by Lammert et. al. Then the
simulation was performed using the dynamic simulao n program, and scaling the hydrodynamic forces
for each 20-minute segment of the simulation. See
Figure 6. Drag and lit? forces ,were scaled by the
wave Height ratio squared, and the inertial force was
scaled by the'wave height&tio.
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The comparison shows that the simplified method
fairly accurately predicts the pipe embedments
calculated in the dynamic analyses. In addition, the
embedments calculated by the simplified method are
conservative (underpredicted) in all but one case. For
this case, the prediction was within 5% of the value
calculated in the dynamic analysis.

5. STABILITY CRITERIA
As previously discussed, the check for pipeline
stability is a safety factor (Eq. 1) which compares
available soil resisting forces to the hydrodynamic
loads. For each concrete coating thickness, the
stability check is done for four statistical loadings.
The four hydrodynamic loadings are those associated
with Uln, UIIIO,UII~W,
and U ~ l l mbottom velocities
(i.e. the average of the highest 113, 1110, 11100, and
1/1000 wave induced bottom velocity amplitudes,
respectively).
This stability check is also done for two different
embedment predictions. First, embedment is
calculated based on an estimate of the wave load
content during a short, 4-hour storm build-up period.
Then, additional embedment which could occur
during a 3-hour design storm (if the pipe does not
break-out of the soil) is estimated, and stability is
checked based on that embedment.
The first set of safety factors for Us to U1/,,'
provides information regarding pipe stability at the
end of the build-up period. If stable in Ulllow
(maximum wave loading), the pipe is very stable
because the probability of having a wave larger than
Ulnm is very small. Essentially no wave in the
design storm can cause the pipe to break-out of the
soil.
If at the end of the storm build-up, the factor-ofsafety is less than 1.0 for U I I I ' ~but is greater than
1.0 for Ul,loo; the pipe has a high probability of
becoming stable for Ul,lw during the early stages of
the 3-hour stom. If the pipe is stable in the Ulllw
condition, then there are less than 5 waves in a 3hour design storm which can generate forces large
enough to cause a "break-out" of the pipe. Thus, the
possibility of further embedment before seeing Ulllm
in the design storm is very good, and the pipe would
have a very good chance of becoming stable in the
design storm.
This is what the second set of safety factors
(including some embedment from the 3-hour storm)
are intended to identify. They indicate whether or not
the pipe has the potential to become stable in the
design storm. A safety factor greater than 1.0 for
U I I I ~after
O additional embedment from the design
storm indicates that the pipe has the potential to
become stable during the design event.
Based on comparisons with fully dynamic analyses, using the following criteria will produce pipes
which do not move significantly (less than the pipe
330

diameter) when analyzed with the dynamic
software5
1. At the end of storm build-up, the pipeline
should be stable in the Ulllm condition, and
2. During the 3-hour storm period, the pipeline
should become stable in the Ul/loWcondition.
Table 2 shows results from a typical analysis.
This table gives the calculated embedments and
. illustrated is
safety factors for Ulnoo and U I / I ~Also
the concrete thickness selected based on the above
stability criteria.
Requirements for vertical stability (hydrodynamic
lift versus pipe submerged weight) have not been
well defined in the past. With traditional design
methods, where lift forces were underpredicted and
only frictional soil resistance was considered, it was
generally accepted that vertical stability should be
satisfied. That is, the hydrodynamic lift force should
not exceed the submerged weight of the pipe.
Because the only restraining force was soil friction
(dependent on pipe normal force) vertical stability
was always satisfied in order to produce a lateral
resistance. However, with the new soil mode~s~"~,
which incorporate both a frictional term and a
remaining term (not dependent upon pipe normal
force), lateral stability can be satisfied without
satisfying vertical stability. With many designs, it is
now anticipated that the hydrodynamic lift force for
the largest waves will exceed the pipe weight. This is
not believed to be a problem, but the issue of vertical
stability needs to be addressed further, and
consideration given to the facts that:
1. Passive soil resistance will tend to restrain lateral
pipe movement even when the net normal pipe
load is zero;
2. Lifi force reduces drastically if there is any flow
under the pipe. (e.g., if the pipe starts to lift off of
the soil, or in permeable soils); and,
3. Cohesive soils can produce a suction force on the
pipe to restrain it from vertical motionlo.
6. CONCLUSION

The most significant result coming from the
proposed design procedure is the dependence of
pipeline stability on bottom sediment strength. In
general, the results show that less concrete coating is
required in soft marine soils (clays with remolded
undrained shear strength less than 40 to 60 psf and
sands with relative density less that 40 to 60 %) than
traditional pipe designs. This also points to the need
for more accurate assessment of soil strength at the
soil surface.
The applicability of the simplified or dynamic
analysis techniquess during the design process
depends primarily on the nature of the bottom soil
conditions, the type of information required from the
analysis, and allowable pipe movements. In general,
the design process is most efficient if the simplified
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analysis is used to check the effect of numerous
weight coatings. These results can then be used to
guide the dynamic analysis if necessary.
A dynamic analysis will not typically be required
in the weaker of typical marine sediments. In clays,
dynamic analysis will not necessarily be of interest if
the simplified analysis indicates the pipe to be stable
and the undr,ainedshear strength of the seabed soil is
less than abont 100 psf. In s'ands; the same is tme for'
a relative density less than about 60% to 70%. The
dynamic analysis will shaw that the pipe either
embeds or does not move, or it undergoes large
movements;
In dense sands or stiff clays, a pipe will not
embed a great deal, regardless of its submerged
weight. For these soils large pipe weights are
required to assure no pipemo-ent,
and allowing
some movement may bdesirilble. For' these cases,
dynamic analysis can be used to predict the degree of
pipe movement and the level of bending stress
induced into the pipe by the movement..
To summarize, pipes designed to be stable using
the simplified design approach will not move
significantly (more than one times 'the diameter)
during a fully dynamic analysis. Pipes which the
simplified analysis indicates are unstable 'may move
signiiicantly during a dynamic .analysis. This is
especially true fpr soft claysand 1,wse sands where
much of the soil resistance stemsfrom the pipe
embedment into the soilduiing the storm build-up. If
movements cause the pipe tobreak-out the large loss
of soil resistance the; &es the pipe very &stable
and large movements can be expected. Thus, pipes in
soft clays and loose sands should k designed to be
stable using the simplified method; however, pipes in
M c l a y s or dense sands may be designed with either
the simplified method (no net movements) or with
dynamic analysis (allowing some pipe movement).
,
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~OM?MXATURE
U I ~ average
S
of the largest one-third near seabed
wave induced velocity amplitudes
u ~ o average of the largest one-tenth near seabed
wave induced velocity amplitudes
Unw average of the largest one-hundredth near
seabed wave induced velocity amplitudes
U w ~ oaverage of the largest one-thousandth nearseabed wave induced velocity amplitudes
bottom current velocity
submerged weight of the pipe
mefiicient of soil friction
lateral soil resistance from lateral earth
pressure (including embedment from pipe
movement-history)
hydrodynamic lift force as a function of time
hydrodynamic drag force as a function of
time
hydrodynamic inertial force as a function of
time
significant wave height
peak period
zero crossing period
Undrained shear strength
Relative density
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Table (1) Comparison of Embedments Calculated in the Proposed Method with Those Obtained Using a Fully
I
ulation
Predictec mbedment (in)
Water
Submerged
S, or D,
Dynamic
Proposed
Weight
Depth
Type
(Iblft)
Simulation
(psf or %) Method
279.4
200
10
8.2
SAND
6.6
200
279.4
30
SAND
6.8
5.3
200
279.4
50
5.0
4.3
SAND

-

--

300
300
300

112.5
112.5
112.5

SAND
SAND
SAND

10
30
50

2.8
2.2
2.1

3.7
3.0
2.2

200
200
200

476.9
476.9
476.9

CLAY
CLAY
CLAY

20
50
80

20.8
12.8
11.0

21.1
16.9
10.4

300
300
300

192.6
192.6
192.6

CLAY
CLAY
CLAY

20
50
80

9.2
5.5
4.0

10.3
6.3
3.8

-

Hydrodynamic Input:
HS= 45 feet, TP=14.1 sec, Uc= 1.0 Wsec
Table (2) Results of the Prc
Concrete Pipe Specific Results
Thickness Weight Gravity mbedmet

sed Analysis - Emt
:r 4-how build-up

1.33

nent and Safety Factors
Results after additional 3-how stom
lmbedment
Safety factor for
(in)
U(l/lOO) ( U(l~lOO0)
6.9
0.69 1
0.59

1.13

1

1

-

- -

12.3
3.42
2.89
rete Thickness 8; d on the Recommended Design
Criteria
O D = 30", W.T. = 0.5", Concrete Density = 190 pcf, Corrosion Coating
Contents=none

=

5/32" @ 115 pcf,

Hydrodynamics:
Water depth= 200 0, HS= 45 A, TP = 14.1 sec, Wave Spreading= 30 deg, UC= 1 Wsec
Soil:
Clay with remolded shear strength= 50 pcf
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Fig. 1 Assumed build-up sea state model (Hs & Tz)used to predict pipe
embedment (just prior to 3-hour design storm)

Fig. 2 Bottom Velocity Amplitude Content Of Assumed 4-Hour Storm Build-Up (Largest 400
Velocity Amplitudes Used To Predict Embedment
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Fig. 3 Bonom velocity amplitude content of assumed 3-hour design storm (largest 100
velacity amplitudes used to predict embedment)
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Fig. 4 Proposed design procedure

Fig. 5 Pipe embedment calculation procedure
L i , 7,
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Fig. 6 Build-up sea state model used in dynamic simulations to verify/ calibrate embedment calculations
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